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Background
Combined Heat and Power system use a technology that combines two processes into
one. Typically there are coal powered plants that have the sole purpose of creating
electricity by heating water to create steam and running it though a turbine that powers a
generator. There are also plants whose sole purpose is to that provide steam for urban
areas called district heat. A CHP system combines these two plants: create steam that
rotates the turbine for generating electricity, and steam that come from the turbine goes
to an urban area. This system drastically increases the efficiency of energy consumption.
CHP systems are defined by what kind of engine produces electricity such as a turbine or
reciprocating engine. There are several other components that make up a CHP system
such as prime mover, generator, heat recovery system, electrical interconnection
equipment configured into a integrated system, as shown Figure 1.

Efficiency of CHP Systems

Comparison of CHP Technologies
The different CHP technologies (gas turbine, reciprocating engines, steam turbines, microturbines, and
fuel cells) were characterized and summarized in Table 1. Table 2 provides snapshots of the five
technologies, and a comparison of key cost and performance characteristics across the range of
technologies that highlights the distinctiveness of each.*

Many of the benefits of CHP stem from the relatively high efficiency of CHP systems
compared to other systems. Because CHP systems simultaneously produce electricity
and useful thermal energy, CHP efficiency is measured and expressed in a number of
different ways

Figure 1: CHP system

Objectives

Completing literature review of CHP
technologies and summarizing them

Table 3: the key elements of efficiency as applied to CHP systems*

Table 1: Summary of CHP Technologies*
Power plants generate heat in order to boil water to power steam turbines that
generate electricity. During this heat transfer process only about 30% of the heat is
actually used to convert electricity. The other 70% of heat is expelled into the
surrounding atmosphere. CHP technology utilizes this wasted heat to heat up
potable water and heating environments that need it rather then the atmosphere.

Summary and future work

CHP can be a stand-alone system from power grids. Generally two resources would
be required for a CHP system: fuel (such as natural gas) and water. Both sources
are typically routed through sub-terrain systems that are more stabile than power
lines. CHP systems would become most effective in times of disasters or power
outages where supply of electricity is at risk.

Table 2: Typical Cost and Performance Characteristics*
Figure 2: Equivalent separate heat and power efficiency*

•

The different CHP technologies (gas turbine, reciprocating
engines, steam turbines, microturbines, and fuel cells) were
characterized and summarized.

•

Future work 1: Setting up an apparatus for harnessing energy:
create a small scale CHP system

•

Future work2: Measuring temperature profiles of heat pump of
CHP using an Infrared (IR) camera

•

Future work3: 3D modeling and simulation for analyzing heat
transfer in CHP system

*Source from Combined Hear and Power Partnership US EPA http://www.epa.gov/chp/basic/catalog.html

